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Impact of the Global Financial and Economic Crisis on Indonesia 

A Rapid Assessment 
 

Komara Djaja 

 

1. This rapid assessment is prepared to investigate how the financial crisis and the global 
economic slowdown affected the Indonesian economy. The first part of the report will explore 
the macroeconomic performance. For more understanding to what has been happening in 
Indonesian economy prior to the big wave of the global turmoil, the analysis will include the 
data of 2007 as starting point. Then explore the first three quarters data of 2008, with the 
focus on the third and fourth quarter as far as  the data is available. The second part will 
investigate the labor market performance due to the crisis. The report will try  as much as 
possible to answer  the critical  points presented in the terms of reference of the study. 
 

Market confidence  

 
2. The global financial crisis transmitted to the Indonesian economy began in mid-September 
2008; it has been shown among other by plunged in stock market prices, deeply depreciated 
rupiah, and significant increase of government bond yield. Deleveraging process in the global 
financial markets has been caused  the global liquidity dry up that pushed the investors to 
rearrange their portfolio, including Indonesia.  Repricing process faced by investors with huge 
hike in risk perception had pushed capital outflows from emerging markets. Regional stock 
market prices had been severely corrected, regional bond markets demanded for higher yield, 
and huge capital outflows had put a tremendous pressure to most currencies in the region.  
 
3. In fact, the year of 2007 was  relatively a good year for the Indonesian economy since the 
Asian crisis in 1997. The market confidence has shown significantly stable and moderate 
entering the year of 2008. The Consumer Confidence Index (CCI- Central Bureau Statistics) 
was 106.1 in 2007. Then due to rising in food and energy prices both in the global and 
domestic markets, the CCI  went down in the two consecutive quarters; i.e. 95.0  and 93.8 in 
the first and the second quarter 2008. The CCI started to recover in July through October, and 
in the third quarter 2008 the CCI become 102.8.  Declining trend of commodity prices, mainly 
of food stuffs and energy,  have given boost to consumer purchasing power.  
 
4. At the same period, the Business  Tendency Index (BTI) was112.3  at the end of the year 
2007, which is somewhat  high compared with 107.4 in the 2006. This trend  seems stable, 
though a bit lower in the three consecutive quarters; i.e.104.4 in the first quarter, then  111.7 
and 111.1  in the second and third quarter of 2008. With the present of global turmoil we 
expect that  the CCI and the BTI  would decline significantly in the coming months. The 
global liquidity dry up in the last few months has been transmitted to Indonesia financial 
sector. The rate of  inter-bank loan started to increase since early of October , and followed by 
the increase in the deposit rate. The capital market confidence has been deteriorated since the 
month of August following the global capital market turmoil, and the Jakarta stock index has 
plunged significantly. Detail analysis will be explored further.  
 

The responsibility for opinions expressed in articles, studies and other contributions 

rests solely with their authors, and publication does not constitute an endorsement by 
the International Labour Office of the opinions expressed in them, or of any products, 

processes or geographical designations mentioned 
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Gross Domestic Product. 
 
5. After reached the bottom in 1998 with -13,1 percent of economic growth,  in the period 
2002-2007  the Indonesian economy has been showing a significant progress. The growth of 
the economy  in 2007 was 6.3 percent, the highest since the Asian economic crisis  hit 
Indonesia in1997. In the next three quarter of 2008, the growth seems steady and robust; 6.3 
percent in the first quarter, then 6.4 percent and 6.1 percent in the second and third quarter of 
2008. It suggests that despite the gloomy picture of the global economic outlook, the 
Indonesian economic performance was still relatively not in a bad shape. And Indonesia was 
the only major economy in East Asia that did not experience a growth slowdown in the first 
half of 2008. This remarkable achievement attributed to the high growth performance in the 
tertiary sector, notably telecommunication, finance, construction, trade, hotel & restaurants, 
and electricity, gas, and water, see table 1.  
 
6. The global financial crisis however will drag down the Indonesia growth’s performance in 
the coming years. Lead international and domestic think tanks converged that the Indonesian 
economic growth  for 2009 would be around 3.5 –  4.5 %.  The electricity consumption 
decreased significantly in recent months due to some manufacturing industries reducing their 
operation. The macroeconomic assumptions in the government budget for 2009 has adjusted 
down. The year of 2009 will also be an election year. With the relatively low of economic 
growth,  this would certainly create complicated ramifications in social, economic and 
political life of Indonesian people in the coming months. 
 
7. What do we expect happening then to Indonesian economy with this global turmoil? 
Compared with some Asian countries, Indonesia is relatively a “closed economy”. The share 
of Indonesia’s exports to GDP was 29.4 percent in 2007. The figure in the next three quarters 
of 2008 was 30.0 percent on the average. Using the Input-Output Table 2005 however it is 
evidence that about 85 percent of goods and services  produced by Indonesian economy were 
used domestically, while only about 15 percent went to foreign buyers. This indicates that  
Indonesia relatively isolated from the outside world.  
 
8. However one could not underestimate the impact of  the current global economic crisis. 
Some sectors, such as estate plantation, mining including oil and gas, manufacturing industry, 
and to some degree the trade sector, are relatively vulnerable to external shock.  In relation 
with the employment creation, the most worrying is the situation in the non-oil manufacturing 
industry. The growth of this sector was relatively low in the last few years. Thus, without a 
“new economic crisis” the manufacturing industry sector was already  in trouble.  In  2007 the 
growth of manufacturing industry was  5.2 percent , less than the growth of GDP of 6.3 
percent. With that the share of the manufacturing industry sector decreased significantly in the 
GDP. The Minister of Industry stated recently that the growth of manufacturing industry in 
2008 is expected to be just only 4 per cent.  Some sub-sector of the manufacturing industry 
are mainly export oriented.  Vegetable oils and fats, spinning, textiles, refined petroleum, 
paper and paper products, chemical and chemical products, rubber and plastics products, non-
iron metal products, machinery and equipment, and  furniture , see table 2, are among the sub-
sectors which are  most vulnerable to external shock. The report of recent labor’s lay-off is 
coming mainly from those manufacturing sectors. 
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Inflation 

 
 9. Inflation rate in 2007 was manageable  at 6.6 percent . The increase in world commodity 
prices, especially food stuff and energy prices, has pushed inflation rate up to 11. 0 percent 
and 12.1 percent in the second and third quarter of 2008, relatively high compared with 7.1 
percent in the first quarter of 2008 (see figure 1).  The food stuffs and  processed food 
together accounted for 36.2 percent of the weight of Indonesian inflation accounting. The 
government seriously managed the availability of key food stuffs in the market, such as a 
readiness  to import of rice  at any time when there is evidence lack of supply in the market. 
Fortunately, the data from Central Bureau Statistics  stated that  rice’s production in 2008 is 
expected  to be 37.8 million ton which is relatively high compared with 35.9 millions ton in 
2007. Some even argue that exports of rice is not impossible in 2009.  
 
10. The inflation in October and November was 0.45 and 0.12 percent (month on month)  or 
11.8 percent and 11.7 percent  (year on year).  We have not seen a significant impact of rupiah 
depreciation on inflation yet. The pass-through effect to manufactured items such as apparel 
and pharmaceuticals, which also have high import content, may not be fully seen until the 
next couple of months. 
 
11. The declining  trend of the world commodity prices , mainly food stuffs and energy, has 
put less pressure on Indonesia inflation in the coming months. In early December the 
government decided to decrease the gasoline (premium) price from Rp.6.000  to Rp5.000 per 
liter . Latest report said that Indonesia most likely to experience one month deflation of 
around 0.5 percent this December due to lower fuel prices and overall weakening demand.  
The government budget’s assumption in 2009 stated that inflation rate expected to be around 
6.5 to 7.5 percent. Therefore  although there is certainly a down side risk for the Indonesian 
economy in the year of 2009, hopefully the purchasing power of the masses will not so much 
jeopardy.  
 

Money growth, interest rate and credits 

 
12. The growth of the base money in 2007 was 27.8 percent, it was relatively high compared 
with 23.9 percent in 2006. In an effort to dampen the pressure of inflation,   the central bank 
reduced significantly the money growth in the first and second quarter of 2008 to become 
19.4 and  20.7 percent. But it increased again at 30.6 percent in the third quarter of  2008.  
 
13. The central bank’s interest rate or the BI (one month) rate was 8.0 percent in 2007, then 
stood at 8.0 percent in the first quarter of 2008. In line with the effort to curb inflation the 
central bank has increased the BI rate to 8.50 and 9.25 at the second and the third of quarter 
2008, see figure 2 .The central bank’s move to increase the BI’s rate was actually a somewhat  
against  the global trend in which in that period many central banks in the developed countries 
has pushed down their interest rate to stimulate the market due to dry up financial sector’s 
liquidity. 
 
14. The credit expansion however increased steadily from 26.4 percent in 2007  to 29.5 and 
33.6 percent in the first and second quarter of 2008, see figure 3. It reached the peak at 36.6 
percent in the third quarter of 2008,  the highest record since the crisis in 1997. Latest data 
shows that credit expansion in December would be around 26-27 percent. In the coming 
months the credit expansion might not as high as before. The governor of Bank Indonesia 
stated recently that the credit expansion in 2009 would be just around 20-22 percent. The 
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liquidity problem faced by the banking sector in the last few months and the slowing demand 
in the coming year is the main reason for that. However,  the recent falling in the global 
commodity prices, and hence domestic prices, actually providing room for the central bank to 
shift its focus to growth. 
 
15. It took relatively long period of time for the banking sector back to the pre-crisis level. 
Indeed in the last three quarters the intermediary function of the banking sector has started to 
work. The capital adequacy ratio was solid. Non performing loan dropped from 4.0 percent in 
2007 to 3.3 percent in the third quarter of 2008. The loan to deposit ratio was improve 
significantly from 66.0 percent at the forth quarter 2007 to 77.7 percent in the third quarter of 
2008, though still far behind pre-crisis level at around 120 percent.    
 
16. However the current global financial crisis had made the banking sector put its brake 
again. The liquidity problem faced by the banking sector has move upward the inter-bank rate 
(overnight) from 8.43 percent  in the second quarter to 9.37 percent in the third quarter of 
2008. The commercial banks faced with stiff competition to attract the third party funds (time 
deposit). This inevitably had pushed the time deposit rate up for all type of tenors. While the 
rupiah’s credit from the banking sector still flowing, the credit in US dollar seems nearly halt. 
This is dangerous situation for international traders. 
 
17. To ease such a difficult situation, in October the central bank has lowered the reserve 
requirement for rupiah to 7.5 percent , while for US dollar the reserve requirement  decreased 
from 3.0 to 1.0 percent. This aimed  to help the banks with liquidity problem  to have some 
rooms to give credit especially in US dollar denomination.  In addition  to that in an effort to 
help the trade sector the government and central bank jointly agreed to issue the trade 
financing scheme. The government has also established the export guarantee institution in 
November so that exporters can have fully back up in dealing with foreign counterparts.  
 
Capital market. 
 
18. Throughout 2007 the Jakarta  Stock Exchange Index (JSX ) increased steadily from 1,831 
in the first quarter 2007 to 2,746 in the fourth quarter 2007, a reflection of  optimism in the 
market.   But in the first quarter of 2008 the index went down to 2, 447. Since then, especially 
when the sub-prime mortgage case hit the  international capital market,  the Indonesia capital 
market affected significantly. In the second and third quarter 2008 the JSX was 2,349 and 
1,833 respectively, see figure 4. The declining trend  in world commodity prices, especially 
mining, energy, and agriculture products, such as crude palm oil and others  had pushed the 
JSX further down. Some big mining companies has been reported lost its stake significantly. 
Due to continuing falling in market confidence the JSX at  26 December 2008  was recorded 
only 1, 341. In the closing transaction by the end of the year of the 30 December 2008 the 
JSX was recorded at 1,355,  it was still very low. 
 
19. The total investment approval by the Coordinating Investment Board in 2007 was  Rp. 
550 trillion of which Rp. 189 trillion was from domestic investment, and the figure for foreign 
investment was US$ 40.1 billions. The recent data from  the Coordinating Investment Board 
shown that realization of domestic investment for January-November 2008 was only Rp. 16.7 
trillion, less than half of the investment in 2007 which reached Rp. 34. 9 trillion. Surprisingly, 
the realization  foreign direct investment  for January – November 2008 was US$ 14.2 billion, 
much higher compared with US$ 10.3 billion in 2007, and mostly invested in 
telecommunication, plantation, electronic, and food industry. 
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Balance of payments, exchange rate, and foreign reserves. 

 
20. Indonesia’s exchange rate was relatively stable throughout 2007 at the level of Rp.9,140 
per US dollar on the average. This stable movement of exchange rate stood up till early 
September 2008, see figure 5. But in October, the rupiah lost its value by 6.5 percent, then 
even worst by 13.8 percent in November. The recent rupiah depreciation with high volatility 
was mainly  due to lost market confidence and relatively limited supply in foreign exchange 
markets. Since mid September to early  December rupiah lost 29 percent of its value against 
US dollar. To face the situation the central bank has intervened moderately so that the rupiah 
expected not to deteriorate further. 
 
21.  The balance of payments continue to be in surplus in 2007 with  around of 2.5 percent of 
GDP, then  around 1.8 percent of GDP over the first three quarter of 2008. In the same time, 
the current account recorded a surplus of US$ 10.4 billions in 2007 or 2.4 percent of GDP. 
But the surplus become smaller at  US$ 2.3 billions in the first quarter 2008,  then it  become 
even deficit of US$ 1.5 billion in the second quarter of 2008, see table 3. The imports, both 
raw materials and intermediate and capital goods rose significantly. With the slowing demand 
for export, the deficit in current accounts in the coming months seems unavoidable.  
 
22. The trade balance has shrunk to US$ 1.99 billion in October compared to September 2008. 
Overall exports values have declined as price of key export commodities, such as crude palm 
oil, coal, and rubber, fell 25 – 30 percent. The external demand also eased as the global 
turmoil worsened. Exports of some traditional manufacturing products, such as garments, 
wood and wood products, declined as well. Indonesia’s non oil and gas exports to Japan and 
EU countries continued to rise, although to the US, China, South Korea, Australia and part of 
ASEAN shrunk. The minister of trade expected that in 2009 the non oil exports would grow 
around 18 percent at the highest. However the influx of international tourist, especially to Bali, 
still in a good shape. But we are not quite sure for the coming years because the global 
economic slowdown would certainly affected the demand for travel. 
 
23. The decline in the overall imports value in October was mainly due to the drop in the price 
of oil & gas, while non oil & gas imports showed relatively stable month to month , even it 
was up by 5 percent. This stable pattern reflected to some degree the robustness of part of the 
domestic economy up to October. Imports of mechanical machineries, iron and steel, motor 
vehicles and its part continued to rise. However the increasing trend of non oil and gas 
imports arise some concerns due to the depreciated rupiah and the fact that the exports side 
has been already slowing down. 
 
24. The capital account reached surplus of US$ 3.3 billion in 2007, then still enjoying surplus 
with US$ 3.7 billion in the second quarter 2008. The foreign exchange reserves accumulated 
steadily in January 2007, and reached its peak at US$ 59.5 billons at the second quarter  2008, 
see figure 6. As the central bank intervened to cushion the rupiah from volatility on 
international markets, the reserves then declined to US$ 57.1 billions at the end of the third 
quarter 2008. With the global turmoil, the capital account needed much more attention. The 
private foreign direct investment seems more difficult in the coming months. To anticipate the 
worst case, the government had approached some key multinational financial institutions such 
as the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank and also the big creditor such as Japan 
to be ready to stand up whenever is needed. While the debt service ratio for Indonesia is in a 
good shape, in 2007  it was 21.2 percent,  then decrease to 18.0 percent in the second quarter 
of 2008.  
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Government budget  

 
25. Indonesia’s fiscal management was relatively in a good shape in the last few years. The  
budget deficit was 1.3 percent of GDP in 2007. In fiscal year of 2008 the realization of the 
budget deficit is estimated  around 1.0 percent of GDP, relatively low by international 
standard. A significant improvement in the government’s tax and non-tax systems has 
strengthen Indonesia’s fiscal capacity. In the first ten months of 2008 the total tax revenues 
were almost 50 percent higher then the same period in 2007. The expenditure policy on the 
basic public services such as health and education maintained properly. The capital 
expenditures, such as infrastructures, and public works, increased significantly. The 
governance aspect of the fiscal management had  also improved significantly.  
 
26. To reduce the impact of global turmoil the budget for 2009 has been designed to be a 
countercyclical in nature. The deficit will be higher; 1.3 – 1.5 percent of GDP. The poverty 
reduction policy, known as PNPM (Program National Pemberdayaan Masyarakat or National 
Program for Community Empowerment) will be expanded to cover 6,408 districts with the 
total budget of Rp. 11.0 trillions, and each district will receive Rp. 3.2 billions as direct 
transfer to community (bantuan langsung masyarakat). The disbursement of the budget will be 
speed up. 
 
27. The financing side of  the budget 2009 rise some concerns. The dry up of  liquidity in the 
international markets, caused the government to face a big challenge. The plan to issue the 
Indonesia global bond  (US dollar denominated bonds) in the third quarter 2008 has been 
cancelled. The foreign ownership of the Indonesia’s bonds went down to Rp. 87 trillion as of 
December 5th from a peak of Rp.106.7 trillion in August.  And Indonesia’s global bonds have 
lost 31 percent recently as slowing global economic growth and the shrinking credit markets 
drove investor away from emerging markets. Therefore the support from multilateral financial 
institutions such as from the World Bank and Asian Development Bank and the country like  
Japan and others is a must.  On December 9 for instance, the World Bank has approved two 
development policy loan amounting to US$ 950.0 million, a part of its continuing 
commitment to support reform, improve better investment climate, improve delivery public 
services to the poor and address the hindrance to investment in new and better infrastructure. 
 
28. In short, Indonesia macroeconomic performance have shown a better outlook throughout 
2007 and  in the first half of 2008.  But  the global financial crisis since mid -September 2008 
has unavoidable adversely affected Indonesian financial markets and economic outlook. The 
economic contraction will not be inevitably in the coming months. Bank Indonesia  estimated 
that the economic growth will still reach  6.1 percent in the fourth quarter 2008, but then it 
would be slowing down in the 2009.   
 
29. The continuing declining economic growth  in developed countries will weaken the 
demand for Indonesian exports. Depressed export demand together with the continuing 
declining in world commodity prices, will affect  to a certain degree to Indonesia domestic 
demand. The credit expansion constrained  faced by the banking sector will dampen the 
consumer’s purchasing power. Consumer’s credit will also be weaken due to hike in risk 
perception . Meanwhile the banking sector will be struggling to maintain its liquidity 
performance in uncertainty environment. The weakening in domestic demand will affect the 
real sectors, and eventually the demand for labor will be hampered. This  painful labor market 
adjustment  will be discussed below. 
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Labor market 

 
30  Using data from National Manpower Survey (Sakernas-February) the Indonesia labor 
force was 106.3 millions in 2006, then 108.1 millions  in 2007 and become 111.5 millions in 
2008, see table 7. Thus labor force increased by  0.6 millions and 1.8 millions in 2006 and 
2007, then by 3.4 millions in 2008. In that period  the employment opportunity amounted  to 
95.2 millions and 97.6 millions in 2006 and 2007, then become 102.0 millions in 2008. Thus,  
the number of Indonesia’s open unemployment has decreased from 11.1 millions and 10.5 
millions in 2006 and  2007 respectively,  then 9.4 millions in 2008. This tell us that although 
the open unemployment rate declined in the last two years and at the same time the economic 
growth was 5.5 percent in 2006 and 6.3 percent in 2007 but the economy still far from its 
capacity to absorb the additional increase in the labor force.  
 
31. If we include the under-employment figures, the number was quite staggering; that is 29.9 
millions and 30.2 millions in 2006 and 2007 respectively, then become 30.6 millions in 2008. 
As the country has no social security for the jobless, it is estimated there are actually around 
40 million unemployed people. These people are working doing just anything to support their 
life, especially in the informal sector.  
 
32.  Using the National Economic Survey data,  there was evidence that the open 
unemployment figures for higher degree holders (university diploma)  increased  from 6.5 
percent in 2005 to 12.2 percent in 2008, see table 8. This phenomenon understandable 
because this group are mostly coming from the middle and higher income  brackets in which, 
one can say,  that  they can afford for being unemployed .   
 
33. Looking at work status, in the period of  2006 - 2008 the formal sector absorbed 2.7 
millions additional employment opportunity in which 2.5 millions were as labor/employees, 
see table 9. Meanwhile the informal sector in the same period absorbed  even higher, that is 
4.4 millions additional employment opportunity. As happened in the 1998 the formal sector 
hit the most by the crisis. On the other hand the informal sector,  as one can say again, will be 
the savior during the crisis. In term of the composition, the majority of employment 
opportunities was in the agriculture sector, then followed by the trade, services and 
manufacturing sectors, see table 10.  
 
34. The signal  that labor market in the process  toward new equilibrium can be traced from 
daily news. No single day without labor’s lay-off news. The source of daily news could be 
official announcement from the Department of Manpower and Transmigration or from the  
Indonesia Employer Association (APPINDO) or various established  Labor Unions. The 
concerted effort to obtain the true picture of the lay-off issues in a transparent  manner is 
desperately needed. Otherwise each can manipulate for theirs own sake. If that is the case, the 
policy prescription would not be optimal. 
 
35. The official data from  the Department of Manpower and Transmigration show that per 12 
December 2008  the number of labor that has “already  been laid-off “ was 17,488 and the 
number of labor that  has “ been planned to be laid-off”  was 23.927 , therefore all together 
were 41.415.  While the number of labor that has “already been home” was 6,597  and the 
number of labor has “been planned to be home” was 19,091, all together were 25.688, see 
table 11.  
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36. Jakarta recorded the highest with 14, 268 laid-off ‘s labor and 9,757 labors that “has been 
planned to be laid off”, and coming from about 60 companies in the field of manufacturing 
industry, such as textile & garments, wood industry, and metal & steel  industry. Then 
followed by Riau province with  837 laid-off’s labor and  8,720 labors that “has been planned 
to be laid-off”, mainly coming from pulp and paper industry.  The provinces in Kalimantan 
has also had a high record for labor  that “has already been home”, and mainly were coming 
from estate plantation, wood and wood industries.  There is strong indication recently that 
massive return of workers to Java as a result of falling commodity prices which then forcing 
plantation companies in Kalimantan and Sumatra to scale down their work force. The other 
source of labor’s lay-off  were coming  food and beverages, electronics, and construction 
industries. 
 
37. Although one could not underestimate the scale of the wave of labor’s lay-off,  we are not 
quite sure whether the lay-off was executed due to the current global economic crisis  (short 
order, slow in demand, etc) or the plan to lay-off  the labor was long before the crisis hit 
Indonesia, but the execution is just now! Indeed the figures seem to be underestimated since 
many companies that did the lay-off might not report to the authority,  a kind of silent golden 
shake-hand might be occurred.  
 
38. Special attention must also be given to Indonesian migrant workers. Currently there are 
around 5.8 million Indonesian workers abroad, mostly in the Middle East , Malaysia, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.  Bank Indonesia estimated that yearly remittances from 
migrant workers reached around US$ 5 – 6 billions. Minister of Manpower and 
Transmigration recently stated that  as 250 thousands Indonesian migrant workers have 
returned home. Most of them were from Malaysia in which the majority of them working in 
the palm oil or rubber plantations. The influx of migrant workers coming home would still be 
flowing, this would severely add to Indonesian unemployment’s problem. 

 

39. Policy implications and recommendations 

 
When the Asian crisis hit Indonesia in 1998, the developed countries was far from messy 
compared with the present situation. Thus for today crisis the external demand  for Indonesian 
economy is really a constraint. At the same time the source of  Indonesia external financing is 
becoming shrinking. Therefore the economy should leans upon the strength of the domestic 
demand. That’s what  the policy stand for the policy makers . Some main policies alternative 
under discussion are: 
 

a. The government budget for 2009 should be designed a type of countercyclical in 
nature. Among the policy instruments are; Scale up the PNPM program,  enhance the 
microfinance credit (KUR), maintain the basic public services such as health and 
education, increase expenditure for infrastructure, urban and rural, etc. This including 
the Rp 12.5 trillion for fiscal incentive to industries facing problems. 

 
b. To keep maintain the strong domestic demand, the growth  of consumption 

expenditures, both private and government, should not lower than 5 percent. In the 
previous crisis the consumption expenditures proven to be the main source of growth. 
In this respect, to keep inflation under control  will keep maintain the consumers 
purchasing power.  
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c. Keep the policy environment friendly to small and medium enterprises and informal 
sector. This proven to be the savior  in such a difficult time as we face now.  

 
d. Establish a strong monitoring system, especially on the number of lay-off, by type of 

industry, occupation, reasoning for lay-off,  by province and districts. Those 
information  is very important for  formulating the correct policy action according to 
priority while achieving the desired goal . 

 
e. Design the training program for post lay-off workers. In this respect, The Worker 

Training Institute managed by the Department of Manpower and Transmigration could 
play a key role. 

 
f. Establish a conducive and win-win industrial relation environment. This is a real 

challenge in the coming election year. The recently labor union reactions to joint 
decree of four minister on capping  the minimum wage is a worth to learn, so a better 
approach can be found. 

 
g. An informal donor coordination meeting  could be worth considered, so that the best 

practice solution could be share. 
 

h. The International Labor Organization can play  a strategic role in facilitating policy 
environment of (c)  through (g) 

 
 

=====ii======= 
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Source: *)Calculated from, I-O 2005

Table 1 : The GDP Growth by Sector 2005-2008, and 
Final Demand of Indonesia Production 2005  

No. Description Domestic Export 2005 2007 2008

1 Food Crops 100          0              2.6% 3.5% 5.4%

2 Estate Plantation 89               11               2.5% 3.5% 4.0%
3 Livestock 100          0              2.1% 3.3% 3.5%

4 Forestry 92               8                 -1.5% -1.7% -0.8%
5 Fishing 95            5              5.4% 5.8% 3.0%

6 Oil/Gas Mining 50               50               -1.8% -1.2% 0.0%

7 Non Oil/Gas Mining 39               61               12.1% 5.5% 0.0%
8 Quarrying 98            2              7.4% 8.6% 7.8%

9 Non Oil/Gas Manufacturing 75               25               5.9% 5.2% 4.0%

10 Oil/Gas Manufacturing 57               43               -5.9% -0.1% 0.0%
11 Electricity, Gas and Clean Water 100          0              6.3% 10.4% 10.5%

12 Construction 100          -           7.4% 8.6% 7.5%

13 Trade 85               15               8.9% 8.9% 7.5%
14 Restaurant and Hotel 100          -           6.7% 5.3% 5.0%

15 Transportation 93            7              6.3% 2.8% 3.5%

16 Communication 100          -           25.1% 29.5% 15.0%

17 Finance 100          -           6.8% 8.0% 8.5%

18 General Government 100          -           1.9% 5.4% 5.0%

19 Services 100          -           7.9% 7.6% 7.5%

GDP 85            15            5.7% 6.3% 6.1-6.2%

Growth (%)Product Oriented (%)*

National Bureau of Statistics
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No. Manufacturing Industries
Product Oriented Imported Input 

to Output Share to GDPExport Domestic

1 Food processing and preservation 29 71 1 0.7

2 Vegetable oils and fats 45 55 1 1.1

3 Rice Milling 0 100 0 0.9

4 Flour 4 96 19 0.5

5 Sugar 3 97 1 0.1

6 Other Food Crops 5 95 6 1.1

7 Beverage 2 98 6 0.2

8 Cigarette 4 96 8 1.6

9 Spinning 31 69 30 0.5

10 Textiles 42 58 9 2.4

11 Bamboo, Woods and Rattan 4 52 6 1.2

12 Paper and Paper Products 26 74 15 1.2

13 Fertilizer and Pesticides 13 87 12 0.2

14 Chemicals and chemical products 26 74 30 1.4

15 Refined Petroleum 43 57 21 4.7

16 Rubber and Plastic Products 31 69 22 1.2

17 Non-Metallic Mineral Products 17 83 11 0.6

18 Cement 4 96 6 0.3

19 Basic Metal 17 83 28 0.3

20 Non-Iron Metal Products 66 34 7 0.4

21 Fabricated Metal Prod except Machinery and Equip 15 85 19 1.1

22 Machinery and Equipment 32 68 28 3.1

23 Other Transport Equipment 11 89 24 2.2

24 Furniture and Other Manufacturing 49 51 21 0.2

Manufacturing Industries 27.1

Table 2 : Indonesian Manufacturing Industry by Sub-Sectors, 2005

Source: National Bureau of Statistics, I-O 2005
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Table 3 : Indonesia’s Balance of Payments (US$, Billion)

Source: Bank Indonesia, August 2008
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Table 4 Trend in Employment 2006 - 2008 (in million)

Description 2006* 2007* 2008*

Labor Force 106.3 108.1 111.5 

Employment 95.2 97.6 102.0 

Unemployment 11.1 10.5 9.4 

Under Employment 29.9 30.2 30.6 

Not in Labor Force 53.0 54.2 54.1 

Source : CBS, National Manpower Survey (*Sakernas February)
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Table 5 Unemployment by type of Educational Background (%)

Education
2008

Men Woman Total

Primary School 5.8 5.4 5.6 

Primary High School 49.3 42.6 46.5 

Secondary High School 36.2 35.1 35.8 

University/Degree 8.6 17.0 12.2 
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Table 6 Employment by Sector (million)

Type of Activities 2006 2007 2008

Agriculture 42.3 42.6 42.7 

Mining 0.9 1.0 1.1 

Manufacturing 11.6 12.1 12.4 

Electricity/Gas/Clean Water 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Construction 4.4 4.4 4.7 

Trade 18.6 19.4 20.7 

Transportation 5.5 5.6 6.0 

Finance 1.2 1.3 1.4 

Services 10.6 11.0 12.8 
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Table 7 Employment by Work Status

Work Status 2006 2007 2008 2006-2008

Formal 28.8 29.7 31.5 2.7 

Employers 2.8 2.8 3.0 0.2 

Employees 26.0 26.9 28.5 2.5 

Informal 66.3 67.8 70.5 4.2 

Employers without 

fixed employees
20.6 20.8 21.6 1.0 

Self employee 28.4 29.2 31.0 2.6 

Family workers 17.3 17.8 17.9 0.6 
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No. Province Economic Activity
already been 

laid-off

been planed to 

be laid-off

already been 

home

been planned to 

be home

1 North Sumatera

Agriculture, Rubber Industry, 

Food and Beverages

10000

2 Riau Industry 420 1680

Pulp and Paper Industry
417 7040 1000

3 South Sumatera
Food industry 112

4 Banten
Textile and garments 1597

5 West Java Industry 6000

Electronics 400 300

Garments 600 200

6 Jakarta Manufacture, Garments, Woods, 

Steel
14268 9757

7 Central Java Industry 157

Textile and garments 1033 1025

8 West Kalimantan Plantation 5050

Wood 300

Plantation 18 178 485

Construction

9 East Kalimantan Wood 1890

10 Central Kalimantan Plantation 2591

11 Maluku Mining 515

12 Papua
Mining 70

Total 17310 24105 6597 19091

Table 8 : Reported Recent Labor’s Lay-off

Source: Department of Manpower and Transmigration, December 2008
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FIGURES
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Figure 1 : Inflation : Monthly and Yearly
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Figure 2 : Interest Rates and Inflation
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Figure 3 : Credit Outstanding of Commercial Bank
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Figure 4 : Exchange Rate and Stock Index
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Figure 6 : Foreign Reserve
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THANK YOU

 
 


